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The 4 December Italian Constitutional Referendum provides the next opportunity to stick a thumb in the 
eye of 'the Establishment'. Ironically, PM Renzi was originally chosen because he did not represent the 
perceived vested interest. However, the proposed constitutional changes to the senate are being viewed 
as a window to further globalization. Just the sort of policy which has given rise to so-called political 
populism characterizing the UK “Brexit" vote and the U.S. election. 

This report is shaped by our conversations with market participants on pre-vote positioning and what to 
watch for in risk markets. If you have comments or feedback please contact the editor: 

marcus.dewsnap@informagm.com 

Scenarios: 

 Yes – P.M. Renzi stays: Doubts persist whether necessary reforms can be pushed through. 

 No - Renzi resigns: Uncertainty until a new government in place or a more concerning situation in 

which an early national election is called, raising the prospect of significant gains for anti-Euro 
opposition. 

 No - Renzi remains: Having vowed to resign in this eventuality, likely lethal credibility damage will 

hamper the already herculean reform task and intensify distrust in politicians. 

Polls: 

 Poll blackout started last week – so no more before referendum! 
 Trend clearly favoured 'No'. 
 Note the large number of 'undecided/won't vote' – 50% in one poll. 
 Plenty of room to swing back in favour of 'Yes' or widen 'No'. 

Betting: 

Online Betfair: 72% probability No. 28% Yes (note: no undecided category!). Investors will be wary having 
been sold a dud by betting markets on Brexit and Trump. Key to using betting patterns is likely to be the 
volume of smaller bets, rather than the weight of larger stakes, which (in the Brexit/Trump examples) 
skewed to a more affluent demography. 

 

Conclusion: Polls and betting can only be deemed inconclusive. Though markets are learning to distrust 
polls, IGM contacts suggest investors are increasingly positioning for a 'No' but not for a Euro crisis.  
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Let's now examine the likely implications of current sentiment. 

Institutional investors: More likely to wait for the actual outcome before making major moves, rather than 
second guess the outcome. This is a result of: 

 Being burnt on Brexit/US election which saw a good number who got the result right but after the knee -
jerk risk-off move, the ultimate market direction wrong.  

 ECB policy/reaction seen adding an additional layer of complexity to BTP/funding/FX markets.  

 Markets may not ignore messy Italian politics this time! 
 Non-binary outcomes make it difficult to ascertain what prices will do on any particular result. 

At current levels, institutional investors do not feel adequately compensated in terms of risk/reward to initiate 
exposure and are more inclined to protect any profit than add significant fresh exposure. Investors are also 
distracted by the repricing of inflation risks which has taken the 5y/5y Eur inflation swap to an 11 -month high. 

In combination these factors help to explain why cheaper levels are not eliciting material buying from 
institutional investors ahead of the event. Higher frequency players are also standing on the sidelines, citing 
liquidity issues that will be increasingly influential given the result comes during a period of seasonally light 
liquidity. 

Markets Already Showing Reduced Italian Asset Exposure: 

 Country/political risk is already evident and began before the U.S. election result. 
 BTP curve steepening is also a function of duration aversion (recent 50-yr issue -10 points on 22 Nov vs 

14 Nov -16 worst). 2s-10s 175bp vs recent 180bp+ wide from mid-Aug 113bp. 

 

 Year to date, EPFR fund flows data shows net sellers of Italian debt, but still just 1/10  of 2008's offload. 
 BTP/Bund spread widened to 185bp+ 3-yr peak indicating the referendum is becoming a true “risk event", 

191bp key technical level confirming 32-month base offering scope to 225bp. 
 BTP/Bono spreads wider at 55bp 4.75-yr peak; potential for rapid widening as next key levels at 

70/80/93bp.  
 Italy weakest component of iTraxx Sovx WE on 1/3/6-month horizons.  

 Difficult to be Eur positive this side of the referendum. Eur/Usd, Eur/Chf, Eur/Gbp 25-delta risk reversals 
all favour weaker Eur up to a 6-month horizon. 

 In relative terms Italy equity funds have been hardest hit by investor redemptions since Q3 2016 start.  
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 But U.S. investors, who pulled out before European peers, have begun to return. 
 Italian bank debt underperformed in synthetic and cash markets e.g. Unicredit 5 -yr CDS at widest vs 

iTraxx Senior Financial Index since mid-Feb. 
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 Most recent Euro denominated senior benchmark supply from an Italian bank (UCGIM 2.125% 10/2026) 
sold in October is also at its widest since launch, having widened by more than 30bp.  

 Eurozone bank debt issuance in general declined in recent months; means limited opportunity to add 

exposure. Proportion of Italian bank supply running at low levels. 
 Euro 2-year swap spread, a proxy for EZ bank sector risk, widened to a circa 4.25 yr peak.  
 Funding market spreads, Eur OIS/Libor and OIS/FRA, show no sign of Euro break-up risk. 

 Eur-Usd 3-month cross currency basis swap trending more negative, but at -55bp a long way from -160bp 
during 2011 Euro plus Dollar funding crises. 
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Aftermath of a 'No': 

 Scaling back of exposure into the vote should help limit immediate fallout except in the case a 
caretaker/technocrat government cannot be formed, increasing the likelihood of an anti-
establishment/Euro-sceptic administration, in which case all bets would be off pending greater clarity.  

 Any adverse reaction heaps spot-light on ECB meet (8 Dec) to stem any market contagion. 

 Risk is a return of sovereign debt/bank balance sheet nexus and internal EMU imbalance problems.  
 New elections viewed as unlikely, so Italy will carry on as usual until a new PM is found. Spain/Belgium 

experience showed government isn't required to allow the country/markets to function as normal.  
 Questions raised as to the extent Italy will be able to introduce reforms to place the economy back on 

track.  
 Eur/Usd parity calls heard with increasing frequency – a No vote may just help this along, although some 

view external events as more important. Usd, Chf and Gbp to act as safe-havens? 

 For Italian corporate bond issuance to resume, stability, clarity and certainty required, but all three could 
be in short supply. At this juncture, most think it likely that supply from Italian banks won't restart until 
2017. 

 

Does even a 'Yes' solve the vicious circle and provide 'clarity'?  

Economy needs to grow faster than debt burden and also expand to reduce non -performing loans (NPLs).  

Economic growth needs broad money supply expansion which depends on bank lending growth.  

A significant element of the Italian economy is made up of SMEs. Access to capital is mainly in form of bank 
loans. Failure to fix the banking sector and NPLs will continue to constrain banks' lending ability a nd weigh on 
economic growth. 

 Ability to bailout banks hampered by EU bail-in rules. Private sector via Atlante Funds perceived as 
currently inadequate to solve NPL issue. 

 2018 general election could still deal a bloody-nose to the Establishment; although time provides EZ 

politicians some breathing space, the proximity of the 2017 German election constrains Berlin and April's 
French ballot is a major risk too. 

 

david.corbell@informagm.com, alvin.baker@informagm.com, tony.nyman@informagm.com, 
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